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loses lease, to closedoors
MEMPHIS — After 14 months,
Family Flavors: Movie Rentals and Pride
Essentials will close its doors, at least for
now. The last day the doors will be open
for business is Friday, Dec. 23.
With the store‘s present lease expiring
at the end of 2005, and the landlord
unwilling to renew the lease, the owners,
Angela Lamb and Ranetta Jackson, have
been unable to find a suitable location to
move into. Their need to relocate to a
new location, but the inability to find
another well—suited and available one,
has forced them to make the decision to
close the store for the time being.
"Family Flavors is the first and only
GLBT movie rental store in Memphis and
the Mid—South," Lamb said. "The store is
stocked entirely with gay— and lesbian—
themed movies, along with many main—
stream movies that have GLBT actors
and/or characters. The store also is unique
in that it does not carry any "adult" films,
which is often the only type of film associ—
ated with the GLBT community. We also
are home to the ‘Fifth Free Rental."
Family Flavors offered weekly movie
nights at the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center. Occasionally, they
would show a movie on the side of their  
building, known as their "Parking Lot
Movies." In addition, Family Flavors has
partnered with Family & Friends
Magazine on a couple of occasions to offer
free preview showings of soon—to—be—
released popular movies. And, Family
Flavors has helped sponsor several
GLBT events during its tenure, includ—
ing, but not limited to MGLCC‘s Outflix
and a softball team. All the movies shown
were provided free of charge to the com—
munity, and some events even included
complimentary concessions of sodas, pop—
corn, candy and chips.
All remaining merchandise will be
drastically reduced for sale. Also avail—
able for sale will be the actual video shely—
ing and fixtures and clear video boxes.
"We greatly appreciate every cus—
tomer that has ever stepped through the
front door of this establishment," Lamb
noted. "Much gratitude is extended to the
GLBT community for its continual sup—
port throughout our endeavor."
Located at 18 North McLean, Family
Flavors will be open Mondays through
Thursdays from 1 to 10 p.m., Fridays and
Saturdays from 1 to 11 p.m. and Sundays
from 1 to 7 p.m. until its final day ofbusi—
ness, Dec. 28.
Because of the holidays and other unforseen
problems in printing of this newspaper, we












set to aid in
completion
of local film
MEMPHIS — In order to finish pro—
duction on its new documentary, This
Is What Love In Action Looks Like,
Sawed—Off Collaboratory Pictures will
hold a fundraiser screening on Friday,
Dec. 16, and Saturday, Dec. 17, at The
MeDiA Co—op, 1000 South Cooper
(entrance on the south side of First
Congregational Church).
On Friday, beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
What Does Love In Action Look Like: a
preface, as well as short films, will be
shown. Following at 9:30 p.m., will be a
showing of Blue Citrus Hearts.
On Saturday, beginning at 7:30 p.m.,
Away (Awake will be shown followed by
an encore presentation of What Does
Love In Action Look Like: a preface at
9:30 p.m.
What Does Love In Action Look Like
is a documentary that follows an inter—
national news story that unfolded in
Memphis in the summer of 2005, sur—
rounding the controversial "get straight
camp" Love in Action, and their teenage
program called Refuge. Sawed—Off
Collaboratory Productions needs fund—
ing to complete this documentary and
then promote it around the country for
distribution and festival screenings.
What Does Love In Action Look Like: a
preface, the companion piece to This Is
What Love In Action Looks Like, was
awarded the "Ron Tibbett Excellence in
Filmmaking" award at the 2005 Indi
Memphis film festival.
Sawed—off‘s previous films, Blue Citrus
Hearts and Away (A)wake, have been
screened around the country and are dis—
tributed by Arizstical Entertainment
nationally on DVD.
"This movie captures all the awk—
wardness, angst, despair, exhilaration
and confusion of being a teenager. It‘s
raw and aching, beautiful and honest ...
I am adding (Morgan Jon) Fox to my list
of filmmakers to watch and I am won—
dering just what is going on in
Memphis, Tenn., to foster work so solid
and accomplished," wrote the Chicago
Free Press about Blue Citrus Hearts.
All screenings will be accompanied
by question and answer sessions. All
screenings are pay—what—you can.
make a difference in the lives of some very deserving children.
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Who is Rosalind Kurita? She‘s a pro—
choice, pro—gay, state senator from mid—
dle Tennessee who is opposing Harold
Ford Jr. to be the Democratic party‘s
nominee for the U.S. Senate seat being
vacated by Bill Frist. The progressive
former nurse is in favor of raising the
minimum wage, using alternative fuels
and better health and child care.
However, she is behind Ford in name
recognition and fund raising. Is the Ford
name an asset or liability, particularly
in the areas east ofthe Tennessee River?
: Potpourri
by Jim Easter
She could use an infusion of big
bucks from EMILY®S List, a 20—year—old
political action committee that has
helped elect more than 60 women to the
House and 11 to the Senate. The
100,000 members of EMILY®S List gave
almost $11 million to candidates during
the last election. EMILY is an acronym
for Early Money Is Like Yeast. The PAC
provides training and funding for pro—
choice women running for federal office.
* On Oct. 25, as the: death knell
sounded mournfully for the — 2,000th
American killed in Iraq, the President
said, "The best way to honor the loss is to
continue the mission." What a costly mis—
sion it has become. Since Bush declared
"Mission Accomplished" in May 2003,
960 regular Army soldiers, more than
halfin the 17—24 age group, have died. So
have 500 guardsmen and reservists and
a like number of Marines. The others
were in the Air Force or the Navy.
e How could the Veteran‘s
Administration in its FY2005 budget
have miscalculated so badly the number
of veterans who would require services?
Its forecast of just over 23,000 has been
revised to more than 100,000, which
includes many injured in Iraq.
Two and a halfyears ofpoorly armored,
glorified Jeeps (Humvees) and personnel
carriers have contributed heavily to the
injuries caused by sophisticated impro—
vised explosive devices. The Pentagon
now advises that Humvees are being
refurbished with 1,300 pounds of armor;
the personnel carriers with 3,800 pounds.
The Pentagon further estimates that all
Marine Humvees will be "up—armored" by
next April; the Army‘s by July 2007. I‘m
sure that is great comfort to the former
soldiers who are learning to use their
prosthetic limbs or to those who are suf—
fering from permanent mental afflictions.
* How does the President propose to
offset tax cuts and the nation‘s burgeon—
ing debt? By decreasing benefits to the
poor and the middle class taxpayers.
Already cuts in Medicaid and food
stamps have been passed in Congress. A
presidential tax code reform panel has
proposed eliminating the tax deductions
for home mortgage interest, state and
local income and property taxes and
health insurance costs. As a result of fed—
eral cuts, will states be able to pay unem—
 
 
ployment benefits to the 502,000 people
who lost their jobs because of Katrina
and Rita? The disparity between the
"haves" and "have—nots" grows.
* The school bell will ring more omi—
nously for the children left behind in
Bush‘s much ballyhooed, but under—fund—
ed educational programs. Title I, the fed—
erally—funded program for schools to pro—
vide education to disadvantaged children
(virtually all City of Memphis schools)
had an authorized funding level of $22.75
billion for FY2006. The Republican—con—
trolled Senate appropriat—
ed only $12.8 billion, a 44
percent decrease.
* Sociable Security
benefits will increase by
4.1 percent in 2006, the
largest increase in 10
years. For the average
recipient the increase
won‘t pay for a tank of gas.
e In October, John
McCain introduced an
amendment to the defense
appropriations bill that
prohibits the use of "cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or punishment" by
the military. It passed by a 90—9 vote, indi—
cating that the Senate is trying to rope
the Crawford Cowboy and his prevaricat—
ing Pentagon protagonists into complying
with international standards. The White
House has threatened to veto the bill.
VEEP Cheney wants exemptions for the
CIA from any anti—torture provisions.
In the meantime, Cheney continues
to make more than $100,000 a year in
deferred payments from his Halliburton
stock, which has increased in value more
than 3,000 percent since he took office.
* Republicans accepted $64 million in
campaign contributions from Big Oil since
Bush was first elected, a sum four times
the amount contributed to Democrats.
The greedy oil companies, which are
reporting records profits, pumped just
under $50 million in lobbying efforts dur—
ing the same period. Is it any wonder that
the federal subsidy for oil and gas explo—
ration has more than doubled?
In the quarter that ended Sept. 30, oil
companies‘ profits increased more than
65 percent. Exxon/Mobil‘s profits were
$9.8 billion, the largest quarterly profit
ever for an American company. Shell‘s
profits were $9.4 billion. Why should the
taxpayers subsidize exploration while
we are being gouged at the pump?
* Social Security reform ... more
insurgents killing more GIs in Iraq ...
Cindy Sheehan ... former FEMA director
Michael Brown ... Katrina, Rita and
Wilma ... high gas prices ... criminal
indictment of House Majority Leader
Tom Delay ... Security and Exchange
Commission‘s investigation of Senate
Majorityleader Bill Frist ... the radical
right‘s forced withdrawal of Harriet
Miers‘s nomination to the Supreme
Court ... Plamegate: Dick Cheney, his
indicted former chief of state Lewis
"Scooter" Libby, Karl Rove. All these
events occurred this year, Mr. President.
Aren‘t you aware of the old southern
maxim, "When you‘re up to your ass in
alligators, it‘s difficult to remember that
your objective was to drain the swamp?"
(This is an opinion piece.
The views expressed in this column are
those of the writer and are not necessar—
ily those of the Mid—South GLBT









Words. I love them. I cherish them. I
respect them. I‘ll admit, perhaps not as
much as the person who sat next to me
in my college vocabulary class (she aced
the course); but I love them just the
same, because without them we would





worse. We might sound a lot like the
adults in a "Peanuts" TV show. Talk
about boring and monotone.
As far back as I can remember I‘ve
been told, "You have a real way with
words; a real knack for putting them
together," by people who matter in my
life. And, you can‘t love words without lov—
ing communication. After all, that‘s the
whole purpose for words in the first place.
Some people have a talent for the spo—
ken word (see public speakers, preachers
and/or broadcast journalists), while oth—
ers have a flair for the written word.
Sometimes, unfortunately, I fall into the
latter category. However, this brings to
mind a phrase I would like to share:
"There are two kinds of people: Those
who wait to talk and those who listen."
Some simple observations I would
like to share have to do with words like
"support," "success," "failure," "family"
and yes — I‘ll go there — "attempt,"
because anyone who is even remotely a
part of the Memphis GLBT community
is sure to hear them in the very near
future if they haven‘t already.
In the wake of the Thanksgiving hol—
iday, I‘ve been mulling over the word
"family" in my mind. I think I finally
have a handle on why GLBT folks con—
sider other GLBT folks family. It‘s got
nothing to do with being related, or does
it? The word has many definitions, some
of which are, "a group of people sharing
common ancestry; distinguished line—
age; a group of like things." No, we‘re  
not related by direct blood lines, unless
of course some of us are siblings. But,
with new research into the "gay gene,"
GLBT persons are a group of like things
and we do share a gay lineage, although
some more distinguished than others.
Let‘s go back to that college vocabu—
lary class for just a
moment. No, I didn‘t sue—
cessfully ace the course,
but I didn‘t fail it either.
While it would have been
nice if my advisor had sug—
gested I know Latin or
offered, "Never take a
course from a professor
who wrote the textbook," I
attempted it nonetheless.
That course turned out to
be the only "C" on my col—
lege transcript. _ «
There will be those
who, upon hearing the news that Family
Flavors Movie Rentals and Pride
Essentials is closing, will say something
like, "See, I told you they‘d fail." The
"they" being the co—owners of the store,
Angela Lamb and Ranetta Jackson.
Whether or not this statement contains
any truth depends on each person‘s own
individual definition of the word "fail."
Webster defines it as, "to prove so defi—
cient as to be totally ineffective; to be
unsuccessful."
Were Lamb and Jackson "totally inef—
fective" during their little more than a
year in business? I think not. The store
isn‘t closing due to anything more than
they lost their lease and couldn‘t find a
suitable new location. One that would
offer both room to grow and an attrac—
tive rental price.
If by opening the business Lamb and
Jackson were attempting, one, to pro—
vide a location were members of the
Mid—South GLBT community could have
a chance to see GLBT—themed movies
without having to shell out $19.99 a pop
and, two, to give creative GLBT persons
a place to showcase their work and even
profit from its sale then I would have to
say they have been successful,
although they would have liked to have
had more support from their GLBT
family, especially from their "sisters."
At least one person, who I promised
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It‘s time for GLBT community to find God
For the most part, I have little faith
in the majority of organized religion. It
tends to have undesirable side effects
such as crusades, inquisitions, witch
burnings and the election of George W.
Bush. To me, the idea of blind faith is
baffling. It seems like some people are
compelled to create an imaginary, invis—
ible friend to help them cope with pain
and tragedy.
With such strong, secular views on
religion, you might be surprised to know
that I believe the gay and lesbian com—
munity desperately needs to find God.
Unless we win the battle of heaven, the
right wing will continue to make our lives
hell. To win the hearts and minds of most
Americans, powerful alliances with reli—
gious organizations must be forged and
GLBT people of faith must be respected.
Fortunately, I am not alone in this
assessment. In Matt Foreman‘s keynote
address at November‘s Creating Change
conference in Oakland, Calif., The
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force‘s
executive director wisely underscored the
need to welcome religious viewpoints.
"The secular part of the movement has
distanced itself from people of faith, and
that‘s got to end," Foreman emphatically
stated. The annual conference also fea—
tured a seminar by the Empire State
PrideAgenda called "Pride In The Pulpit."
The Human Rights Campaign, the
nation‘s largest GLBT organization, also
has jumped on the faith bandwagon. In
June 2005, they hired respected gay
advocate Harry Knox, a 1989 graduate
of Lancaster Theological Seminary, to
run their newly—created religious and
faith program.
"We must bring faith discussions
back to their roots of seeking under—
standing," Knox said. "A vocal minority
is falsely promoting the notion that reli—
gious people stand in opposition to equal
rights. Our job is to promote the truth
that a majority of people of faith believe
strongly in fairness and justice."
Knox may be a bit optimistic, but he
is correct to suggest that the religious
right is not God‘s mouthpiece.
Unfortunately, the media has all—too—
often presented religion as monolithic
and uniformly opposed to gay rights.








Rev. Jerry Falwell, are chosen to repre—
sent the "religious viewpoint" while
mainstream religious leaders are frozen
out of the debate.
This creates a huge problem because
the public has been conditioned to
watching cable television shouting
matches dangerously billed as Gays vs.
God. Even for the most talented and
trenchant debaters, defeating God is a
tall order.
Changing this dynamic will be diffi—
cult because news directors love conflict,
and who better to churn the waters —and
turn up the ratings — than fire and brim—
stone preachers? Let‘s face it, people love
(or love to hate) Rev. Pat Robertson‘s
messianic meteorology routine. The more
he behaves like an airhead, the more air—
time the networks give him.
One of the major challenges is finding
dynamic, TV—friendly religious leaders
who will openly champion gay rights.
One such leader is Rev. Al Sharpton, who
endorsed the freedom to marry during
his presidential campaign and who con—
tinues to be a strong advocate. His voice
is key, especially in African—American
churches, where a lot ofworkneedstobe
done to break through a wall of
entrenched homophobia.
Another strong voice is that of Rabbi
Eric Yoffie, president of the Union for
Reform Judaism, representing about
900 synagogues in North America. In a
memorable speech (in November 2005)
in Houston, the Associated Press report—
ed that he blasted the religious right
and offered his support for gay rights.
"Religious right," leaders believe
"unless you attend my church, accept
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annot be a moral per—
son," Rabbi Yoffie thun—
dered. "What could be
more bigoted than to
claim that you have a
monopoly on God? We
cannot forget that when
Hitler came to power in
1933, one of the first
things that he did was
ban gay organizations.
Yes, we can disagree
about gay marriage. But
there is no excuse for
hateful rhetoric that fuels the hell fires
of anti—gay bigotry."
It is imperative that spiritual lead—
ers, such as Sharpton and Yoffie, take on
the right wing because it gives cover to
people of faith who believe in gay rights,
but need to be able to theologically jus—
tify their support.
Look, religion will always be with us,
whether we like it or not, because it ful—
fills a deep need and spiritual longing in
millions of people. I will personally
never understand why man thinks he
can truly know, explain or comprehend
the enigma of what we call God.
But, maybe I don‘t have to, anymore
than people of faith have to fathom why
I feel no need to pray. What matters is
that there is mutual respect and a strong
desire to live in a free society where the
government does not mandate a particu—
lar religion or discriminate.
If a person with my secular beliefs
can enthusiastically embrace our reli—
gious friends and allies, I think anybody
can. Having visited dozens of churches
in the past couple of years, there is a lot
of good happening that must be
acknowledged. If the GLBT movement
has a prayer at winning full acceptance,
it better find religion fast.
 
Reprinted with permission. Wayne
Besen is an activist, columnist and pub—
lic speaker, as well as the author of
Anything But Straight: Unmasking the
Scandals and Lies Behind the Ex—Gay
Myth. For more information, go online
to www.waynebesen.com.
(This is an opinion /editorial piece. The
views expressed in this column are those
ofthe writer and are not necessarily those
of the Mid—South GLBT NewsePress or
its staff.)
 
SIMPLE, from page 2
this column, has brought up the word
"attempt" and the use of it in our sister
publication, Family & friends. In a
recent issue we wished, "the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Center
luck as they attempt to enter the world
of journalism, publishing and advertis—
ing." Note the word "attempt" there.
As publisher of both publications, I
will not apologize for that statement,
mainly because we sincerely meant it,
and still do.
You see, as humans we attempt
things in many different capacities every
single day. Some examples: As employees
we attempt to arrive at work on time. As
students, we attempt to get good grades
and become doctors and lawyers and
such (thanks for the line Willie) As
employers we attempt to provide a safe
and fair place for our employees, to pro—
duce a quality product or service and
have the bottom line be black as opposed
to red. We attempt many things, but
  
 





unfortunately, we are not successful in
all we attempt. We attempted to pro—
duce a local gay men‘s magazine called
Cocktail. However, there wasn‘t enough
support to make it a success.
Another example: Many of us make
sure to stop by the local convenience store
on Wednesdays and Saturdays to pur—
chase a lottery ticket or two. Why?
Because we are attempting to win the
lottery. I don‘t know about you, but I have
yet to be successfulin that attempt. ..
All of this bringsto mind a famous
quote that asks the question, "What
would you attempt if you knew you
could not fail?"
Hmmm, good question. I think I‘ll go
get some lottery tickets and even
attempt to fill up the SUV.
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World AIDS Day December 1
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Theme: Stop AIDS: Keep The Promise
For many years, WorldAIDS Day hasbeen organized by UNAIDS, which haschosen its themes after consultationwith other organizations. However, in2005, UNAIDS handed over responsibil—ity for World AIDS Day to an independ—ent organization known as the WorldAIDS Campaign (WAC).The WAC‘s theme for its campaign is"Stop AIDS: Keep the Promise." Thistheme is, however, not specific to WorldAIDS Day alone but to the work theWAC does throughout the year. It alsowill remain the focus until 2010.The purpose of World AIDS Day willcontinue to be to raise awareness andunderstanding of HIV/AIDS andremembering the millions living withHIV or suffering because ofAIDS."Keep the Promise" is an appeal togovernments and policy makers toensure they meet the targets they haveagreed to in the fight against HIV andAIDS. Some of the most important ofthese promises are contained in the"UNGASS Declaration of Commitment"and the "3 by 5 Initiative."The UNGASS_ Declaration ofCommitment was signed by all 189members of the United Nations in June2001. The governments of these coun—  
tries committed themselves to takingaction on HIV and AIDS in the fields ofleadership, prevention, care and sup—port, treatment, reducing vulnerabilityand human rights. The following targetswere set for the end of 2005:* Reduce HIV prevalence by 25 per—cent among men and women, aged 15—24, in the most affected countries.* Ensure that at least 90 percent ofyoung people, aged 15—24, have access tothe information, education and servicesnecessary to develop the life skillsrequired to reduce their vulnerability toHIV infection.* Reduce the proportion of infantsinfected with HIV by 20 percent byincreasing access to services which pre—vent mother—to—child transmission.* Increase annual spending on HIVandAIDS to $7—10 billion in low and mid—dle—income countries and those countriesexperiencing or at risk of experiencingrapid expansion of HIV epidemics.The 3 by 5 Initiative, which waslaunched by the World HealthOrganization (WHO) and UNAIDS inDecember, 2003, set the following tar—get, which many governments promisedto help achieve:*e Provide access to antiretroviral  
treatment to three million people livingwith HIV in developing and transitionalcountries by the end of 2005.WAC says people have a right to holdgovernments and policy makers toaccount as those governments announcewhether these promises have been kept,and whether enough progress is beingmade towards longer—term targets.One of the Millennium DevelopmentGoals — to which all members of the UNhave committed — is to have halted by2015, and begun to reverse the spread ofHIV/AIDS.There are many ways in which indi—viduals can support World AIDS Day.For example:* Raise awareness of HIV and AIDSin your area.* Wear a red ribbon, the internation—al symbol of AIDS awareness that isworn by people all year round and par—ticularly around World AIDS Day todemonstrate care and concern aboutHIV and AIDS, and to remind others ofthe need for their support and commit—ment, and ask others to do the same.* Protect yourself and your partners— this is the first and best way to stopthe spread of HIV.* If you are worried, get tested.
Celebrity auction to benefit LIFEbeat
On World AIDS Day, Dec. 1, at 2 p.m.CT, a huge entertainment memorabiliaauction will begin on eBay. Proceeds ofthe online auction _will> benefitLIFEbeat, the music industry‘s AIDSfundraising and service charity. Theauction will last exactly 10 days.There is a myriad of celebrity auto—graphed items up for bid, including:e A 2006 Vespa LX—50, signed byscores of stars, starting with KanyeWest. The Vespa is presently beingsigned daily in the lobby of SiriusSatellite Radio.e The podium from the 2005 MTVMovie Awards, signed by Tom Cruise,Nicole Kidman, Katie Holmes and therest of the stars who were on the show.* The original artwork and paste—upfor Joni Mitchell‘s iconic album Courtand Spark.* The tambourines used in his perform—ance at the 2005 VMA, signed by 50 Cent.* Signed instruments from TimMcGraw, Metallica, Red Hot ChiliPeppers, Wynonna Judd, Los LonelyBoys and many more.
 
   
 
HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION
Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center43 North Cleveland, Memphis, TN 38104Call Friends For Life for dates and timesFREE OraSure — appointments may be requiredFor more information, call (901) 272—0855
Memphis & Shelby County Health Department814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221 — 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.Monday—Friday « Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 andup, without parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREEFor more information, call (901) 544—6808
Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor + 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Mondayto Thursday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays — FREE 0ra$ure
testing for ages 13—24, over age 24: $35 blood test,
$40OraSure *+ For more information, call (9007254717
New Directions Inc.
4466 Elvis Presley, Suite 310 — 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
to Friday — Appointments required — HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 346—5497
The Shot Nurse
4646 Poplar/So. Perkins — 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday—Friday,
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesdays — There is a charge for an
HIV test « For more information, call (901) 685—9999
Medical Testmg Resources Inc.
4322 American Way + 9 am to 4:30 pm Monday—Friday
OraQuick 20—minute HIV test — Confidential
Cost: $70 to $90 — ages 13 and up
For more information, call (901) 795—5905
The Exodus Empowerment Project
2600 Poplar Avenue — Suite 200
For more information, call (901) 458—4717
*e A rare promotional tote bag from
the Broadway show Spamalot, signed
by the entire cast.
* Lots of official, real RIAA gold/plat—
inum record awards for artists, includ—
ing Britney Spears, Coldplay, Hilary
Duff, No Doubt, Avril Lavigne, John
Mayer and more.
* Ultimate fan packages for Avenue Q
on Broadway andAvenue Q in Las Vegas.
* The super—rare (and real) officially
licensed Lindsay Lohan Heinz Ketchup
bottle, signed by Lohan herself!
* The black cowboy hat Elton John is
pictured wearing on his CD—single "Turn
The Lights Out, When You Leave" auto—
graphed by Sir Elton.
* Signed posters, books, CDs, cos—
tumes, dolls and memorabilia from a
multitude of entertainers.
LIFEbeat guarantees that signatures
are authentic and that items are real.
Each item comes with a certificate of
authenticity, and many of them give
details on where and when the items
were signed.
Go online to www.bid2beataids.com


















      
  
  
      
    
 
Kanye West signs the Vespa
scooter to be auctioned off.
for an up—to—date list of artists who have
donated their autographed items, as





World AIDS Day, the international
event designed to strengthen global
efforts in the fight against HIV/AIDS,
will be observed on Thursday, Dec. 1.
Many broadcast and cable networks will
mark this day with special program—
ming to further educate people on the
AIDS pandemic. In addition to this spe—
cial programming, ABC‘s hit drama
"Commander in Chief" now features a
recurring gay character with HIV, only
the second prime—time occurrence in the
history of the six broadcast networks.
This year‘s World AIDS Day comes
on the heels of a new study released by
the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), which found that the
rate of new HIV diagnoses among gay
and bisexual men of all races in the U.S.
— stable for the preceding three years —
rose eight percent in 2004. Nearly two—
thirds of new male infections are among
men who have sex with men, and HIV
continues to affect African—American
and Latino men and women in greater
numbers than their white counterparts.
"World AIDS Day is an important
opportunity to bring much—needed
media attention to HIV awareness and
prevention strategies," said Gay &
Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation
(GLAAD) President Neil Giuliano. "This





The BET (Black Entertainment
Television) network and the Kaiser
Family Foundation have lined up spe—
cial HIV—themed programming to mark
World AIDS Day on Thursday, Dec. 1, as
part of their "Rap—It—Up HIV/AIDS"
public awareness initiative. New inter—
active content also will be available on
both www.bet.com and. www.rap—it—
up.com websites.
Launched in 1998, the initiative has
sought to inform and raise awareness
about HIV/AIDS, which disproportion—
ately impacts African—Americans.
On Thursday, Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. CT,
BET will premiere the 2005 Rap—It—
Up/Black AIDS Short Subject Film
Competition winner, Multitude of
Mercies, written and produced by a
Washington, D.C.—based writing team
made up of Drew Anderson, Justin
Follin, Charneice Fox and Michelle
Sewell. Multitude of Mercies depicts the
poignant story of a young Black minis—
ter‘s struggle with HIV/AIDS—related
issues within his church and his
Washington, D.C., neighborhood.
Veteran actor Malcolm Jamal Warner
plays an HIV/AIDS counselor and R&B
artist Raheem DeVaughn plays himself
in featured cameos throughout the film,
which also challenges the issues of com—
munity activism and leadership as it
relates to HIV/AIDS.
Preceding the premiere of Multitude of
Mercies and kicking offthe WorldAIDS Day
lineup will be special HIV—themed episodes
of sitcoms "The Parkers," entitled "She‘s
Positive," and the "Girlfriends" episode "The
Pact" which will air on Thursday, Dec. 1; at
7 pm. and 7:30 pm, respectively.
Throughout the day on Dec. 1, "BET News"
also will televise special news briefs that
examine the impact of HIV/AIDS in
African—American communities.
In addition to HIV—related program—
ming, BET.com will provide new Rap—It—
Up Interactive content on www.rap—it—
up.com, including a hosted online chat
at 4 p.m. CT with "‘The Hip Hop Doc,"
Dr. Rani Whitfield.
On Sunday, Dec. 4, the cable network
continues its dedicated World AIDS Day
programming with an HIV—themed
movie block. The set will kickoff with an
encore broadcast ofMultitude ofMercies
at noon, followed by the critically—
acclaimed Rap—It—Up films Walking on
Sunshine and Tangy‘s Song! airing at 1
p.m and 1:30 p.m., respectively.
Wrapping up the HIV/AIDS—focused
programming will be a special two—part
series of "Jeff Johnson Chronicles: Rap—
It—Up/Sex It Up." BET‘s Jeff Johnson
hosts the public affairs special that
explores the relationship between hip
hop music and its audience, specifically
looking at issues of sexuality and health
through conversations with hip hop
artists, Sean Paul, Twista, Lil Scappy
and MC Lyte; authors and cultural crit—
ics Michael Eric Dyson and Joan
Morgan; health officials, and young peo—
ple. The first show, entitled "Hip Hop
and Sexuality," airs on Monday, Dec. 12,
at 6:30 p.m. and focuses on the cultural
questions about Hip Hop and sexuality
and encourages viewers to question how
depictions in hip hop media impact the
choices they may make about their
health and relationships. On Monday,
Dec. 19, at 6:30 p.m., part two of the
series, entitled "Hip Hop Fantasy and
Reality," touches on the fantasized
depiction of hip hop and its impact on
the Hip Hop generation.
Since 1998, BET has partnered with
the Kaiser Family Foundation on Rap—
It—Up. To date, the initiative has helped
to test more than 8,000 people nation—
wide for HIV; received more than one
See BET, 14
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Nashville music executive found murdered
by Out & About Newspaper staff reportsReprinted with permission of Out and AboutNewspaper






According to Metro police reports, Mansfield
placed a call to Miller around 6:35 p.m. to find out
if their driveway at their home on Greenwood
Avenue in Nashville was full. After their brief con—
versation, Mansfield went looking for a parking
spot on the street. When Miller didn‘t hear back
from him after more than 20 minutes passed, he
went out to look for him.
At 7:25 p.m., Miller found their 2002
silver Volkswagen Jetta pulled over near
the intersection of Chapel and Greenwood
Avenues. With Mansfield unresponsive,
Miller broke through the window to get
in. He found him with a gunshot wound to
his chest, according to police.
Metro Police detectives believe
Mansfield was shot through an open
door, and robbery may have been the
motive. He was pronounced dead at
Vanderbilt University Medical Center.
"The community is in shock right now
and our hearts go out to David, and their
family," said Jerry Jones, publisher of
O&AN. "I don‘t think you could find a
better person than Eric. This was a
senseless act of violence that has robbed
our community."
Mansfield has worked with Warner
Bros. Records in Nashville since 1996,
and edited the 1998 Faith album for country superstar
Faith Hill. He was director of creative services with
Warner Bros.
Reward money totaling $27,000 is being offered for
information leading to the arrest and conviction of the
person or persons responsible for Mansfield‘s murder.
O&AN added $1,000 in reward money to the $25,000
that Warner Bros. Records posted. The remaining
 
an O&AN staff party last year.
 
David Miller, left, and his partner, Erlc Mansfield, at
photo by Paul Balo
$1,000 is being offered by CrimeStoppers.
Anyone with information about the shooting is
asked to call CrimeStoppers in Nashville at (615) 74—
CRIME. Callers can remain anonymous.
Mansfield‘s funeral service was held Nov. 15 at
Roesch Patton Funeral Home in Nashville. A memo—
rial service followed at his hometown in Ohio on
Nov. 17.
Study released on Hispanics, Latinos
LOS ANGELES, Calif. — A ground—
breaking study, "Hispanic and Latino
Same—Sex Couple Households in the
United States: A Report
 
The areas of the country with the
largest number of Hispanic same—sex
couple households include the south—
tion status, language, educational
attainment, income, employment, home
ownership, residential patterns, parent—
Mid—South Pride
names 2006 theme
MEMPHIS — Mid—South Pride
(MSP) has announced its theme for 2006
west (California, Arizona,
from the 2000 Census,"
was released on Nov. 1 by
the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force and
the National Latino/a
Coalition for Justice. This
report is the first to ana—
lyze the demographics and
experiences of Hispanic
same—sex couple house—
holds nationwide captured by the 2000
U.S. Census.
Texas), the New York City
metropolitan area, Florida




on Hispanic same—sex cou—
ples and their children, a
community that has been
virtually invisible to the
public and the media. The study, which
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ing rates and military service, also ana—
lyzes the impact of anti—gay family poli—
cies, including laws and constitutional
amendments restricting marriage and
other forms of partnership recognition,
on these families.
The study concludes that Hispanic
same—sex couple families have more at
stake in the same—sex marriage debate.
"Hispanic and Latino Same—Sex
Couple Households in the United States:
A Report from the 2000 Census," is avail—
able online at www.theTaskForce.org.  
as "Pride! A Bridge to Equality."
"Equality is what each ofus is working
towards, and one way for us to obtain that
equality is to take pride in who we are,"
said MSP President Gary Wilkerson.
MSP is holding a contest for a new
logo, using this 2006 theme. The logo
will be used in all promotions of Mid—
South Pride‘s 2006 pride events.
Complete details and rules are avail—
able online at www.midsouthpride.org.
Or details and rules can be mailed or
faxed by calling MSP at (901) 328—6349.
Desperately Seeking
roommate to share beautiful house on
Overton Park. Must see to believe.
$645 a month rent + half utilities.
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Lambda argues mothers‘ adoption should hold
INDIANA — In papers filed Oct. 14in the Indiana Court of Appeals,Lambda Legal argued that the adoptionof a baby girl by two lesbian mothersmust be honored by the MorganJuvenile Court, which has insteadordered the child, Morgan, removedfrom their home."Morgan has been a part of thisfamily since she was two days old, andis thriving. The judge‘s view that chil—dren should only be placed with het—erosexual married couples is not thelaw and would leave her withstrangers," said Patricia M. Logue,  
senior counsel in Lambda Legal‘sMidwest Regional Office in Chicago."There is no justifiable reason for thisfamily to be torn apart and their legalties jeopardized."Lambda Legal represents BeckiHamilton and Kim Brennan in theirfight to keep their daughter. Hamiltonand Brennan had served as foster par—ents to several children, and in 2004,were asked by the State of Indiana toprovide a home for an abandoned infantand to consider adopting her. They tookthe baby home when she was two daysold and have provided care for her since
then, including naming the child.After the judge supervising thechild‘s foster care placement realizedthat her prospective adoptive parentswere lesbians, the court ordered thestate child welfare agency to find her ahome with a heterosexual married cou—ple instead. The state did not locatesuch a family for many months andmeanwhile the two mothers, who arelicensed pre—adoptive foster parents,applied for and were granted an adop—tion by the Marion Superior Court. TheMorgan Juvenile Court then ruled that the adoption was invalid.  
Lambda Legal argues that theMorgan Juvenile Court must honor theadoption decree by the Marion SuperiorCourt because that court had properjurisdiction over the matter and theadoption was lawful and in the child‘sbest interests."The adoption decree keeps Morganin a stable and loving home where shehas done well," Logue said. "It makes nosense to uproot her from her family inhopes that another will be betterbecause the couple can marry."For more information, go online towww.lambdalegal.org.
ACLU asks appeals court to strikedown state law
NEW YORK — On Oct. 17, theAmerican Civil Liberties Union asked aNew York appeals court to strike down astate law that bars same—sex couples frommarriage and the hundreds of family pro—tections afforded to married couples."It was a great relief to be in courtand hear our lawyers explain to thecourt the very real consequences wedeal with when we‘re treated as legalstrangers to our partners," said TonjaAlvis of Schenectady, who is raising twochildren with her partner of six years,Kathy Burke. "We‘re looking forward tothe day when we can finally dance withour sons at our wedding and are nolonger denied the legal protections thatother couples enjoy."The case, brought by the ACLU‘snational Lesbian and Gay RightsProject; the New York Civil LibertiesUnion, and Paul, Weiss, Rifkind,Wharton and Garrison, LLP, wasargued before the Third JudicialDepartment of the New York SupremeCourt‘s Appellate Division on behalf of12 same—sex couples. Several of theplaintiffs, who hope to be married in thestate of New York and had been on thewaiting list to get married by MayorJason West in New Paltz, were presentin court."Our plaintiffs include a police offi—cer, a nurse, a social studies teacher, anartist, a physical therapist and a statelegislator — people from all walks of life  
who make the same commitments totheir partners that straight couples do,"said Roberta Kaplan of Paul, Weiss,Rifkind, Wharton and Garrison, LLP,who argued the case as an ACLU coop—erating attorney. "Denying these loving,devoted couples marriage protectionshurts families and ultimately the state.""Marriage is a commitment shared bytwo people who love each other and agreeto look out for each other during the goodtimes and the bad," said James Esseks,litigation director of the ACLU‘s nationalLesbian and Gay Rights Project. "Iwoadults who make this personal choice toform a life—long commitment should notbe denied the right to marry just becausethey are gay or lesbian.""The New York constitution requiresthat the state treat all its citizens equal—ly," said Art Eisenberg, legal director ofthe New York Civil Liberties Union."Despite the fact that lesbian and gaypeople make the same kinds of commit—ments to their partners and childrenthat straight people make, the statesdenies them numerous protections thatkeep families afloat during difficulttimes. That‘s not equal treatment."It is unknown when the court willissue its ruling. However, the Court ofAppeals, New York State‘s highestcourt, will almost certainly have theultimate say over the issue.For more information, go online towww.aclu.org/caseprofiles. 
Court refuses to intervene
in case of transgender cop









demotion from sergeant to patrol officer.City lawyers had argued that Barnes‘grammar, time management and paper—work were not adequate.
 
TonjaAlvis, left, with her partner, Kathy Burke, at home with their son, Sean.
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3 local men open new Midtown bar, Sessionsby Anita Moytmanaging editor
MEMPHIS — Darren, Wade andHarley invite the community toSessions, located at 1278 JeffersonAvenue at Claybrook in the building for—merly housed by Crossroads Bar."Wade and I had wanted to start abar," Darren Sanford told the Mid—SouthGLBT News "Harley hadexpressed an interest, as well. We foundout Fifi (former owner of Crossroads)had wanted to sell."The trio purchased the building and_
 
 







Presently the bar offers movies
on Thursday nights, beginning at
8 p.m.; karaoke on Saturdays at
8:30 p.m.; themed bingo on
Sundays at 8:30 p.m. and a show
at midnight.
Coming soon will be the new
NTN Trivia game, a multiplayer
satellite game which allows
patrons at one establishment to
compete against other groups
located across the country. There
is a football game and a trivia
game, among others.
On Sunday, Dec. 4, at 6 p.m.,
Sessions will present Sessions
Kares for Kids show for the Blue
Suede Bears (BSB) 1st Annual
Toy Drive. Cover is $5 or a new
unwrapped toy. Money will be
used to purchase more toys by
BSB (see story below). (Editors
Note: Will Sofonda Peters be there?)
Sessions is open 3 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Wednesday through Sunday; it is closed
Monday and Tuesday. Happy hour is 3
to 6 p.m. daily.
 
One of the three owners, Darren
Sanford, left, and Justin, a bar—
tender. photo by Patricia Pair
For more information, call (901) 276—
1882 or go online to Sessions‘s website
at www.sessionsmemphis.com.
A grand opening is planned soon.
 
The Massage Institute of
Memphis to host classes
MEMPHIS — The Massage Institute
of Memphis, LLC, 3445 Poplar Avenue
#3, will present "Dos, Don‘ts and How
Tos: an Introduction to Massage for the
Layperson and Prospective Student" on
Thursday, Dec. 8, from 6 to 9 p.m.
"When half the world is giving a
massage and half the world is receiving
a massage, there will be peace" read a T—
shirt from several years ago. Although
the sentiment may be a tad idealistic,
studies show that massage not only
relaxes the person receiving it, but
calms and soothes the person giving it.
As a way of bringing a little calm into
the frenetic holiday season, Karen Craig,
director of the Massage Institute of
Memphis, will present a three—hour work—
shop for laypeople and those who are con—
sidering a career in massage therapy.  
In this hands—on workshop, Craig will
teach six techniques that are the foun—
dation oftherapeutic massage, as well as
how—tos for relieving everyday ailments,
such as sinus congestion and some types
of headaches. These methods may be
self—applied or used to help others. With
30 years experience as a massage thera—
pist, Craig knows the specific signs and
symptoms that indicate when massage
will be beneficial or harmful. In her
workshop, she will share the dos, the
don‘ts and the how—tos.
The workshop is open to the public,
but space is limited. The fee is $30 for
an individual or $50 for a couple.
Workshop participants must be 18 years
or older to attend.
For more information or to register
for the workshop, call (901) 324—4411. 
Eclectic Eye again serves
as Toys for Tots drop—off
MEMPHIS — The Eclectic Eye, 242
South Cooper, will serve as a drop—off
location for the U.S. Marine‘s Toys for
Tots program for the second year in a
row, now through Dec. 15.
Individuals and businesses are
encouraged to drop off new, unwrapped
toys for children. Coordinators for Toys
for Tots will pick up these toys and store
them in warehouses, where they will by
sorted by age and gender. With the assis—
tance of local social welfare agencies,
church groups and other local communi—
ty agencies, the coordinators will distrib—
ute the toys to needy children in the
Memphis community on Dec. 23 and 24.
The Eclectic Eye, which offers a full
range of optometry services and unique,
designer eyewear, also will donate $5  
towards the purchase of a new toy for
every frame purchased now through
Dec. 15.
"Being involved in this program is
truly a high point of the year for our
entire staff," said Robbie Johnson
Weinberg, co—owner of The Eclectic
Eye. "This gives us the opportunity to
give back to the community and make
the holidays a little brighter for those
in need."
Last year, a total of 135 toys were
dropped off and an additional 40 were
purchased with the money raised
from the purchase of frames at The
Eclectic Eye.
For more information, call (901) 276—
3937 or go online to www.eclectic—
eye.com or www.toysfortots.org.
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Blue Suede Bears host 1st
Annual Toy Drive for kids
MEMPHIS — The Blue Suede
Bears (BSB) of Memphis Inc. is hold—
ing its 1st Annual Toy drive
now through Dec. 18.
New, unwrapped toys «%*
can be dropped off at
Sessions, 1278 Jefferson at
Claybrook, now through
Sunday, Dec. 18. Suggested
toys include coloring books,
crayons, crafts, stuffed ani—
mals and games.
BSB W111present the toys to ch11—
 
 
    
dren infected and affected by
HIV/AIDS at Friends For Life‘s
Feast For Friends annual
Christmas —dinner _on
Monday, Dec. 19.
On Sunday, Dec. 4, at 6
p.m., Sessions will pres—
ent its Sessions Kares for
Kids show for the BSB
toy drive. Cover is $5 or a
new unwrapped toy.
Money will be used to pur—
chase moretoys by BSB
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HRC launches first ever trans ad campaign
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The HumanRights Campaign (HRC) launched thefirst—ever advertising and educationcampaign on transgender issues on Nov.3, with an ad in Roll Call, the leadingpublication for Congressional news, anda new handbook designed to educateAmericans about transgender equality.Produced in partnership with theNational Center for TransgenderEquality (NCTE), the ad in Roll Call isthe first in a series focusing on the sto—ries of hard—working Americans whohave been discriminated against in theworkplace because of who they are."The more Americans know and  
understand each other, the more unitedwe are as a nation," said HRC PresidentJoe Solmonese. "Our new educationcampaign underscores that employees,many of whom provide vital nationalsecurity positions, are being deniedopportunity to do their job purelybecause of who they are. MostAmericans want a federal law to enddiscrimination. But no law exists. We‘reworking on Capitol Hill and across thecountry to build support for that law, alaw we unequivocally support.""These moving ads put this issue infront of Congress in a big way," saidMara Keisling, executive director of the
TENNESSEE PISABILITY INFORMATION &REFERRAL OFFICEJohn E Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University&.
Phone: (615) 322—8529 (Voice) » (800) 640—INFO (4636)(615) 343—2958 (TDD) « (800) 273—9595 (TDD)E—mail:Website: carole.moore—slater@vanderbilt.eduhttp://www.
This office provides information about disability supports andcommunity services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN.
 
 
NCTE. "Coupled with the educationthat many of us have been doing foryears, these ads will go a long waytoward building the support we need topass a transgender—inclusive non—dis—crimination law. This isn‘t the beginningand it won‘t be the end, but it‘s a bigchapter toward getting this done."The HRC‘s new publication,"Transgender Americans: A Handbookfor Understanding" was distributed toevery member of Congress. The hand—book addresses many of the challengesfacing transgender Americans withoutlegal protections, including employmentdiscrimination, health care issues, iden—tity document obstacles and schoolissues. It was produced in collaborationwith supporting partners NCTE and theTransgender Law & Policy Institute."I‘m so proud to be a part of this cam—paign," said Diane Schroer, a 25—yearArmy Special Forces Officer who wasoffered but then denied a counter—ter—rorism job when she told her futureemployers she was transgender.Schroer‘s story is featured in the Nov. 3Roll Call ad. "I had the same skills incounter—terrorism the day they deniedme the job that I did the day theyoffered it. When it comes to keepingAmericans safe, discrimination can‘t bea part of the equation." 
buildings strong.
EXPERIENCED STEEL SAFETY EXPERT NEEDED
James Halleman helps ensure the safety ofbuildings with every steel coupling he makes.He‘s proud of what he does to keep American
 
 
For his whole life, James knew he was meant tobe a man, even though he was born a woman. In2001, James began to transition from female tomale. But without protections at work, hesuffered his coworkers‘ harassment and wasplaced in dangerous situations when safety regu—lations were deliberately ignored by his bosses. 
HUMANRIGHTSCAMPAIGN,
www.hrc.org
Most Americans believe federal law already pro—tects transgender people like James fromdiscrimination. It doesn‘t. And 78 percent ofvoters think it should be illegal to fire someonejust because they are transgender.
Let James get to work for America.













WASHINGTON, D.C. TheMautner Project, the national lesbianhealth organization, and several les—bian, gay, bisexual and transgendercommunity—based health organizationsacross the country have teamed to raiseawareness and funding to support the"Delicious Lesbian Kisses" (DLK) smok—ing cessation campaign. Fiery red wrist—bands with the words "DeliciousLesbian Kisses" are on sale for $2.00each, with 100 percent of the proceedsbenefiting the campaign."Our hope is to create a sea of redwristbands," said Deputy Director and"Delicious Lesbian Kisses" program coor—dinator, Amari Sokoya Pearson—Fields."Supporting the ‘Delicious LesbianKisses‘ wristband campaign is an oppor—tunity for both the LGBT and heterosex—ual communities to show support for les—bian women fighting lung cancer andother smoking—related illnesses."The tragic passing of "ABC News"anchor Peter Jennings and lung cancerdiagnosis of Christopher Reeve‘s widow,Dana Reeve, has resulted in a sharpincrease in calls to smoking preventioncenters and other cancer—related organi—zations. The "Jennings Effect," as coinedby the media, has generated a nation—wide rally in support of raising lungcancer awareness, including increasedinterest in the lesbian—focused smokingcessation programs conducted by TheMautner Project."The outcry for information aboutlung cancer and a continuously grow—ing wave of interest in smoking cessa—tion resources and support groups bythe LGBT community has really hithome," said Executive DirectorKathleen DeBold. "The MautnerProject is heeding this call with ourpromotion of the "Delicious LesbianKisses‘ wristband campaign."These hard—to—miss red wristbandsserve as a reminder and symbol ofencouragement to lesbians to remainsmoke—free for the sake of their personalhealth and the health of their love ones."The ‘DLK wristband is not guaran—teed to provide the wearer more deliciouslesbian kisses, however, staying smoke—free will make the kisses they give moredelicious," Pearson—Fields concluded.To learn more about "DeliciousLesbian Kisses" online, go to www.maut—nerproject.org or www.deliciouskiss.com.
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Kansas Supreme Court frees gay teenager
KANSAS — On Oct. 21, the Kansas
Supreme Court unanimously struck
down part of a law that sent a gay
teenager to prison for more than 17
years, when a heterosexual teen would
have served only 15 months for the
same act. The American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), which represented
Matthew Limon in his appeal, applaud—
ed the decision declaring that Kansas‘s
so—called "Romeo and Juliet" law vio—
lates the equal protection clause of the
Kansas constitution.
"As of today, Matthew Limon has
 
Employees take win in Alaska
JUNEAU, Alaksa — In an unani—
mous decision Oct. 28, the Alaska
Supreme Court ruled that it is unconsti—
tutional for the state to continue to deny
lesbian and gay state employees and
retirees access to equal benefits for their
domestic partners.
"This decision is especially meaningful
for us right now," said Lin Davis, a state
employee who, with her partner Maureen
Longworth, is one ofnine couples involved
in the lawsuit and represented by The
American Civil Liberties Union and the
American Civil Liberties Union ofAlaska.
"My partner was laid off from her job last
month, and it has been a real struggle
having to pay for her COBRA coverage
each month. It is such a relief to know
that we‘ll soon have access to the same
health benefits that my co—workers do."
"We are so pleased that the Alaska
Supreme Court has recognized that
same—sex couples form families and
make lasting commitments just like dif—
ferent—sex couples, and that it‘s unfair to
deny lesbian and gay state employees the
compensation their straight colleagues
receive," said Michael W. Macleod—Ball,







MAINE/TEXAS — On November 8,
voters in Maine defeated a ballot initia—
tive seeking to repeal the state‘s new
law protecting lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender people from discrimination.
Maine is the 17th state to ban discrimi—
nation on the basis of sexual orientation
and the seventh to protect transgender
people from discrimination.
However, on Nov. 8, Texas voters
approved a constitutional amendment
banning same—sex marriage and any
other form of legal recognition for same—
sex couples. With the vote, Texas
became the 18th state to adopt an anti—
marriage constitutional amendment in
the last seven years.
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The ACLU filed the lawsuit in state
court in 1999, shortly after Alaska‘s voters
passed a state constitutional amendment
barring marriage for same—sex couples.
While the lawsuit does not seek to invali—
date that initiative, the ACLU argues, in
light of the state prohibition, using mar—
riage as the litmus test for these public
employment benefits violates the state
constitution‘s equal protection guarantee.
The state had argued that denying
gay employees domestic partner bene—
fits furthered the state‘s interest in pro—
moting marriage. The Supreme Court‘s
ruling firmly rejected that argument
stating, "... denying benefits to the
same—sex domestic partners who are
absolutely ineligible to become spouses
has no demonstrated relationship to the |
interest of promoting marriage."
For more information about the case,










MATTHEW Lisa Brunner of
LIMON the ACLU _of
—ADSS and
Woe s t e r n
Missouri‘s LGBT Task Force. "He has
long since paid his debt to society, and
we‘re thrilled that he will be going home
to his family soon. Justice has been a
long time coming in this case."
In February of 2000, Limon and
another male teenager were both stu—
dents at the same residential school for
developmentally disabled youth in Miami
County, Kan. A week after Limon‘s 18th
birthday, he performed consensual oral
sex on the other teenager, who was near—
ly 15 years old — three years, one month
and a few days younger. Because
Kansas‘s so—called "Romeo and Juliet"
law gives much lighter sentences to het—
erosexual teenagers who have sex with
younger teens but specifically excludes
gay teenagers, Limon was sentenced to
17 years in prison. Aheterosexual teenag—
er with the same record would serve no  
longer than 15 months for the same
offense.
The Kansas Supreme Court‘s deci—
sion vacates Limon‘s sentence and con—
viction and declares the part of the
"Romeo and Juliet" law that treats gay
teens differently from heterosexual
teens to be unconstitutional.
The case has a long history. The
ACLU appealed Limon‘s sentence and
conviction to the U.S. Supreme Court in
2003. The U.S. Supreme Court ordered
the Kansas Court of Appeals to recon—
sider the matter in light of the decision
in Lawrence v. Texas, which struck
down all same—sex—only sodomy laws.
After the Kansas Court of Appeals nar—
rowly upheld the conviction early last
year, the Kansas Supreme Court heard
the case in August 2004.
"Our constitution demands equal
protection for all citizens, and there is
nothing equal about the way the state of
Kansas has treated Matthew Limon
until today," said Tamara Lange, a staff
attorney with the ACLU‘s Lesbian and
Gay Rights Project, which handled
Limon‘s appeal before the Kansas
Supreme Court. "This decision makes
the state of Kansas a fairer place for all
its citizens."
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Execution of 2 violates rights to life
IRAN — According to the Human
Rights Watch, Iran‘s execution of two
men in November for homosexual con—
duct highlights a pattern of persecution
of gay men that stands in stark violation
of the rights to life and privacy.
On Sunday, Nov. 13, the semi—official
Tehran daily Kayhan reported that the
Iranian government publicly hung two
men, Mokhtar N. (24 years old) and Ali
A. (25 years old), in the Shahid Bahonar
Square of the northern town of Gorgan.
The government reportedly executed
the two men for the crime of "lavat."
Iran‘s sharia—based penal code defines
"lavat" as penetrative and non—penetra—
tive sexual acts between men. Iranian
law punishes all penetrative sexual acts
between adult men with the death
penalty. Non—penetrative sexual acts
between men are punished with lashes
until the fourth offense, when they are
punished with death. Sexual acts
between women, which are defined dif—
ferently, are punished with lashes until
the fourth offense, when they also are
punished with death.
"The execution of two men for con—
. sensual sexual activity is an outrage,"
said Jessica Stern, researcher with the
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Rights Program at Human
Rights Watch. "The Iranian govern—
ment‘s persecution of gay men flouts
international human rights standards."
In addition to the two executions in
November, there have been other cases
of persecution and execution of gay men
in Iran in recent years.
* In Sept. 2003, police arrested a
group of men at a private gathering in
one of their homes in Shiraz and held
them in detention for several days.
According to Amir, one of the men
arrested, police tortured the men to
obtain confessions. The judiciary
charged five of the defendants with
"participation in a corrupt gathering"
and fined them.
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agents in Shiraz arranged meetings
with men through Internet chatrooms
and then arrested them. Police held
Amir, a 21—year—old, in detention for a
week, during which time they repeated—
ly tortured him. The judicial authorities
in Shiraz sentenced him to 175 lashes,
100 of which were administered imme—
diately. Following his arrest, security
officials subjected Amir to regular sur—
veillance and periodic arrests. From
July 2005, until he fled the country later
in the year, police threatened Amir with
imminent execution.
e On March 15, 2005, the daily
newspaper Etemaad reported that the
Tehran Criminal Court sentenced two
men to death following the discovery of
a video showing them engaged in
homosexual acts. According to the
paper, one of the men confessed that he
had shot the video as a precaution in
case his partner withdrew the financial
support he had been providing in
return for sex. In response to the man‘s
confession, his partner was summoned
to the authorities and both men were
sentenced to death. As the death penal—
ty was pronounced against both men, it
appears to have been based on their
sexual activity.
"These abuses have created an
atmosphere of terror for lesbians, gays,
bisexuals and transgender people
throughout Iran," Stern said. "But
arrest, torture and execution are not
limited to gays and lesbians. Any group
of people deemed ‘immoral‘ becomes
subject to state—sanctioned persecution
and even murder."
In Iran, executions and lashings are
regular means of punishment for a  
broad range of crimes, not merely same—
sex acts. Judges often accept coerced
confessions, and security officials rou—
tinely deny defendants access to coun—
sel. Late last year, the Iranian judiciary,
which has been at the center of many
reported human rights violations,
formed the Special Protection Division,
a new institution that empowers volun—
teers to police moral crimes in neighbor—
hoods, mosques, offices and any place
where people gather. The Special
Protection Division is an intrusive
mechanism of surveillance that pro—
motes prosecution of citizens for behav—
ior in their private domain.
Human Rights Watch called upon the
Iranian government to decriminalize
homosexuality and reminded Iran of its
obligations under Toonen v. Australia
(1994), the Human Rights Committee‘s
authoritative interpretation of the
International Covenant of Civil and
Political Rights, to which Iran is party.
Toonen v. Australia extends recognition
of the right to privacy and the right to
freedom from discrimination on the
grounds of sexual orientation through—
out human rights law.
Furthermore, Human Rights Watch
urged Iran to reform its judiciary in
accordance with principles for fair trials
enshrined in both the Iranian constitu—
tions and international human rights
law. Finally, Human Rights Watch
called upon Iran to cease implementa—
tion of capital punishment in all cireum—
stances because of its inherent cruelty,
irreversibility and potential for discrim—
inatory application.




Stonewall Dems form Black Caucus
WASHINGTON, D.C. —— The
National Stonewall Democrats (NSD)
has formed the Stonewall Democrats
Black Caucus to work to increase the
participation of Black lesbian, gay,
bisexual and transgender Democrats
within the Democratic Party, while
shaping public policy impacting the
Black LGBT community.
"The Republican Party is using social
scare tactics to exploit the Black com—
munity at the expense of Black LGBT
Americans," said Jasmyne Cannick, co—
chair of the Stonewall Democrats Black
Caucus. "The Stonewall Democrats
Black Caucus will help refocus political
discussion on real issues impacting the
Black community while pressing the
Democratic Party and LGBT communi—  
ty to address specific concerns of Black
LGBT Americans."
The Stonewall Democrats Black
Caucus will focus on five key areas. The
caucus will promote legislation with a
specific focus on Black LGBT communi—
ties; increase the number of active
Black LGBT Democrats within
Stonewall and its chapters; provide
NSD with information on legislative
issues as they relate to Black communi—
ties; provide political influence with
Black elected officials on behalf of
Stonewall members, and foster rela—
tionships between the Black LGBT
community and Black Civil rights
organizations.
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Funeral services were held Nov. 18,
2005, at Peebles Fayette County
Funeral Home in Somerville for Paul
Allen Meek of Memphis. Meek died Nov.
14, 2005, at Methodist Hospital
Germantown. He was 41.
His family welcomed friends at his
Midtown home on Nov. 16, and visita—
tion was held Nov. 17 at the Somerville
funeral home. Interment was at Wall‘s
Cemetery in Braden.
A member of the Baptist faith, Meek
was born July 20, 1964, in the Panama
Canal Zone. He was a graduate of
Fayette Academy and received his bach—
elor of arts degree in communications
and fine art from The University of
Memphis in 1996.
Meek was a longtime antique dealer
and collector. He had previously man—
aged Pinch Antiques and Union Avenue
Antiques.
Employed by St. Jude Children‘s
Research Hospital as a senior billing
specialist, Meek was a member of
Southern Country, the Herb Society and
Brothers and Sisters Bowling League.
A friend of Meek‘s, Ron Shelton, sent
the news of Meek‘s death to a number of
people via email. "It is with great sad—
ness that I inform you of the death of
Paul Meek," Shelton‘s email read. "Paul
died early Monday (Nov. 14, 2005) morn—
ing after several days in the hospital."
Shelton wrote of several of Meek‘s
accomplishments.
"Paul was a member of Brothers and
Sisters Bowling League for many years
and (he) also served on the St. Patrick‘s
Invitational Tournament committee for
several years," his email read. "He was a
great asset to the tournament, serving on
the housing, fundraising and statistics
committee, among others. Paul also was
involved with Southern Country and
served as treasurer for several years.
"Knowing Paul, there were probably
other community activities that he was
involved with that I‘m not aware of. He
always jumped in with his whole heart
and gave everything he could to any
activity he was involved in," Shelton‘s
email concluded.
Meek is survived by his parents,
Charles and Sarah Meek of Galloway;
his sister, Melinda Reed of Memphis;
two brothers, Ronnie Meek of Galloway
and David Booth of St. Charles, III.; four
nieces, Melissa Reed of Houston, Becky
Lovell of Mason, Sarah Booth of
Sycamore, Ill., and Jennifer Booth of St.
Charles, III., and countless friends and
fellow bowlers across the country.
The family requests memorials be
made to Brunswick Baptist Church
Family Life Center, P.O. Box 100,
Brunswick, TN 38014—0100 (note: the




Funeral services were held Nov. 15,
2005, at Roesch Patton Funeral Home
in Nashville for Eric Scott Mansfield of
Nashville. Mansfield died Nov. 11, 2005,
at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center. He was 33.
Employed by Warner Bros. Records in
Nashville since 1996, as director of cre—
ative services, Mansfield is survived by
his partner, David Miller, among others.
 
RECORDS POLICIES
As a courtesy to families and friends through—
out the Mid—South GLBT community, The Mid—
South GLBTNews*Press will publish obituaries,
as well as birth, anniversary and commitment/mar—
riage ceremony announcements free of charge and
with or without photographs. All information sub—
mitted must be accompanied by a name, address
and telephone number for verification purposes. If
an item cannot be verified, it will not be published
under any circumstances. If the information sub—
mitted is too lengthy, it will be edited for space. To
submit an item for our "Records," you can email it
to GLBTNewsPress@aol.com; snail—mail it to The
_ Mid—South GLBT P.O. Box 771948,
Memphis, TN38177—1948, orfax it to(901) 685— .
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Ontario woos U.S. gay doctors
The Canadian province of Ontario is
trying to solve its doctor shortage by
wooing gay doctors from the U.S.
Openly gay Health Minister George
Smitherman attended the Gay and
Lesbian Medical Association conference
in late Sept. 2005, and played up the
fact that same—sex couples can get mar—
ried in Canada.
According to Reuters, Ontario is
short about 2,200 doctors and, as a
result, 1.2 million people have no access
to a family physician.
"Canada is sort of a shining example
of the way things ought to be from a
political perspective," GLMA executive
director Joel Ginsberg told the wire
service. "There‘s no question that that
must be attractive to people in a positive
way to consider moving."
Russian gay man wins discrimina—
tion case
St. Petersburg‘s Frunzensky District
Court ruled in Sept. 2005, that the
Oktyabrskaya (October) Railway broke
the law when it rejected a gay man‘s
application for a conductor—training
class, the Moscow Times reported.
The train line‘s doctors deemed the
30—year—old man unfit because his 1992
military record said he suffered from
the "psychopathic mental disorder" of
homosexuality.
The court ordered the railroad to
accept the unnamed man‘s application
for the course; declared that military
records cannot be used to determine
health status for purposes of employ—
ment, and said that homosexuality is
not a disorder.
Data surface from 1949 British sex
survey
Newly discovered results from a 1949
British sex survey show high rates of
homosexuality at the time.
According to the BBC, which found
the data in a university archive, the
findings were "suppressed" 56 years ago
because they were "so scandalous."
Twenty—percent of both men and
women told investigators they had had
gay sex.
It was the United Kingdom‘s first
nationwide sex survey.
Thailand unveils universal access
to HIV treatment
Thailand has begun offering a free
cocktail of anti—HIV drugs to everyone
who needs them, under its new univer—
sal health—care scheme.
"The main reason for Thailand doing
so well is that it produces its own
drugs," Paul Cawthorne of Medecins
Sans Frontieres (Doctors Without
Borders) told the Inter Press Service
news agency. "The drugs are cheap and
affordable."
Out of a population of 64 million,
Thailand is believed to have some
600,000 HIV—positive residents. An addi—
tional 300,000 people have died ofAIDS—
related causes.  
 
Man murdered in London cruising
area
A 24—year—old bar manager was
kicked and punched to death on
London‘s cruisy Clapham Common, Oct.
16. ;
Jody Dobrowski was attacked after
midnight by two men who shouted anti—
gay slurs as they bashed him, police
said. Several other cruisers heard the
screaming and Dobrowski‘s cries.
Police officers later found Dobrowski
alive, but he died the next day at St.
George‘s Hospital.
"Jody Dobrowski died from severe
head, neck and facial injuries,"
Detective Chief Inspector Nick Scola
told The Times. "He was the victim of a
sustained and violent assault."
Two men were charged with the mur—
der on Oct. 22.
Thomas Pickford, 25, who is unem—
ployed and homeless, and Scott Walker,
33, a decorator from South London, were
scheduled to appear in court Oct. 24.
Lesbians form group in Kyrgyzstan
In October, a lesbian organization
was formed in the former Soviet republic
of Kyrgyzstan after several women were
kicked out of a Bishkek cafe‘ because two
ofthem kissed, the Institute for War and
Peace Reporting said.
"After the incident, when we were
thrown out ofthe cafe like dogs, we decid—
ed to gather together and create an
organization which could protect our
rights, the rights oflesbians," said Labris
co—founder Sasha Kim, a law student.
"This will take years, and perhaps sev—
eral generations," another group member,
identified only as Sveta, told IWPR. "But we
have come out ofthe underground and have
been the first to do so. Ifwe were not certain
that we could stand up for our rights, gain
acceptance from society, love each other
openly like everyone else, register our mar—
riages legally and have families, we would
not have gathered together to fight."
Sweden‘s state church will bless
gay partnerships
Sweden‘s state—funded Lutheran
church will begin blessing gay couples who
have entered a registered partnership.
The Church of Sweden‘s Church
Assembly voted 160—81 in favor of the
policy Oct. 26.
Some 80 percent of Swedes are mem—
bers of the church.
Sweden has offered registered partner—
ships — which bestow nearly every right
and obligation of marriage — since 1995.
In related news, beginning in April,
civil registrars no longer will be allowed to
refuse to perform partnership ceremonies.
About one—fifth of Stockholm‘s 256
registrars have refused to do so.
"Those who refuse will lose their
authorization to perform wedding cere—
monies," said Ministry of Justice
spokesman Niklas Ljunggren.
Brits to crack down on homophobic
soccer fans
Britain‘s Football Association has
announced a crackdown on soccer fans
who hurl anti—gay taunts at players, ref—
erees and each other, The Observer
 
reported Oct. 30.
The paper said such fans will be
"identified and prosecuted."
"There is a problem with homophobic
abuse in the game directed at not just
players but also referees and also oppos—
ing fans," said Lucy Faulkner, the asso—
ciation‘s ethics and sports equity man—
ager. "Such behavior is offensive and
runs totally counter to both the game‘s
family image and efforts to make foot—
ball (soccer) more acceptable to all sec—
tors of society."
Fans who observe antigay behavior
are encouraged to call the associa—
tions toll—free hotline for reporting
racist incidents.
The association also recently staged
a "homophobia summit," which was
attended by a wide variety of people
associated with the sport, the newspa—
per said.
Gay Logo channel launches in Latin
America
Pay—per—view programming from the
U.S. gay cable channel Logo is being
launched in Mexico and Brazil.
Six—hour programming blocks, which
will change weekly, began airing on Sky
Mexico on Nov. 4, and started Nov. 19 on
Sky Brazil.
"We‘re really proud and excited to be
the first MTVN operation outside the
U.S. to launch such an innovative serv—
ice as Logo TV," said MTV Networks
Latin America Managing Director
Pierluigi Gazzolo. "This is an incredible
opportunity to serve an audience that is
currently undeserved."
Brazilian gays stage kiss—in
Hundreds of gays staged a kiss—in
outside Brazil‘s Congress Nov. 8 after a
TV network censored a widely anticipat—
ed kiss between two male characters on
the popular TV series "America."
Brazilian media said the kiss was
filmed but the Globo network axed it in  
the final edit. It would have been the
first same—sex kiss in Brazilian televi—
sion history.
Tens of millions of additional viewers
watched the series‘ season finale after
advance media coverage of the kiss
between rancher‘s son Junior and farm—
hand Zeca reached fever pitch.
AGlobo spokesperson said the kiss was
cut because the program airs at 8 p.m.
Barcelona bashers sent to prison
Two skinheads who severely beat a
gay couple at a Barcelona train station
last year were sent to prison for two
years on Nov. 3.
They were convicted of battery with
homophobic aggravation.
One of the victims spent 20 days in
the hospital as a result of the attack.
The two bashers also must pay the vic—
tims 8,700 euros (US $10,266), pay all
court costs and take a re—education course.
Gay inmates see rights protected
The Prison Service in England and
Wales has announced a crackdown on
staff who treat gay inmates differently
from straight inmates during visits from
their partners, The Times reported Nov. 7.
The service said gay inmates must be
allowed to kiss and cuddle their part—
ners the same as other inmates, and
that staff who impede such expressions
will be disciplined.
Gay prisoners also will be allowed to
enter into civil unions when the UK‘s
comprehensive civil—partnership act
comes into force Dec. 5, the service said.
Saudi police raid drag pageant
Saudi police raided a drag pageant at
a hotel in the city of Al Qatif on Nov. 3,
ADN Kronos International reported.
Five men were arrested and many
others rushed away, "leaving behind
shoes and head scarves," the report said.
Police also found (judges‘) evaluation
sheets, beauty products, makeup, lin—







     
It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition
of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual, or
political orientation. iIt‘s been said that Jesus was crazy too and
we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, peace, justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness is about!
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PBS to air Ending AIDS:
The Search for a Vaccine
On World AIDS Day, Thursday, Dec.1, the documentary Ending AIDS: TheSearch for a Vaccine, will be aired on PBSstations nationwide, including WKNOChannel 10 at 8 and again at 11 p.m.Narrated by Richard Gere, EndingAIDS chronicles the complicated historyof AIDS vaccine research from the ini—tial optimism by biotech firms, to signsfrom Nairobi, Kenya, that there are
some groups who seem to haveremained disease free even after repeat—ed exposure to the virus, to promisingresults by researchers working with themonkey equivalent of HIV, called SIV, tothe hurdles that still remain.Ultimately, the film charts the progressbeing made against incredible scientificchallenges, and serves as a reminder ofthe great promise that an effective AIDSvaccine holds. 
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tory of vaccineefforts around the
awgwmi world," wrote
met at the United Nations Kathleen Wilkinson
in the San Francisco
Chronicle. "Looking
not at treatment
drugs, but just the
challenges in the
struggle to find a
vaccine to eradicate
the virus completely,
the film takes us
through more than
20 years of history
without boring,
digressing or over—
   
if you want to help, log on to:
www.worldaiascampaign.org
moralizing — a fan—
tastic achievement
for any doe. For any—
one who has any
question at all about
where the scientific
community is in its
pursuit of a break—
through in this
deadly fight, this is
the film to see."
For more infor—
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is particularly important at a time when.
gay and bisexual men of color — who are
disproportionately impacted by the dis—
ease — are often rendered invisible in
media coverage."
According to the CDC, about 18,000
Americans die of AIDS each year. The
group estimates that about 900,000 peo—
ple in the U.S. are infected with the
virus, but that as many as a quarter of
them do not know it. The virus is
believed to have killed about half a mil—
lion Americans since 1981. The World
Health Organization estimates that
40.3 million people presently have HIV
worldwide.
World AIDS Day, Dec.1,
Programming Highlights
(listed by time):
Common Threads: Stories from the
Quilt (Logo, 6 a.m. and 4 p.m.). In this
Academy Award—winning documentary,
narrated by Dustin Hoffman, squares of
the AIDS quilt come to life as a diverse
group of people celebrate the stories and
lives of loved ones who have died of
AIDS—related causes.
AIDS: A Pop Culture History (VH1,
12:30 p.m.) This VH1 News documen—
tary follows the media‘s reactions to
AIDS. From the shock of Rock Hudson‘s
death to the acceptance and support of
Magic Johnson‘s announcement, we‘ve
come a long way.
iThemba Hope (Sundance Channel, 3
p.m.) The Sinikithemba Choir‘s mission is
to bring the worlds‘ attention to the more
than five million South Africans who are
HIV—positive. The filmmakers follow
Zinhle Thabethe, a 26—year—old HIV—posi—
tive South African who travels with the
choir to Boston for a performance at an
international AIDS conference.
The Origins of AIDS (Sundance
Channel, 4 p.m.) This documentary
investigates a theory detailed in jour—
nalist Edward Hooper‘s controversial
book The River, addressing the possibil—
ity that the deadliest disease known to
humankind came as a result of a risky,
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polio vaccine during the late 1950s.
14 Million Dreams (Sundance
Channel, 5:45 p.m.) An estimated 14
million children have been orphaned by
AIDS in Sub—Saharan Africa. Giving
faces and stories to this grim statistic,
filmmaker Miles Roston presents inter—
views with five children from Kenya and
Malawi who are making their way
largely on their own, following the death
of their parents.
Orphans of Nkandla (Cinemax, 6
p.m.) This compelling documentary fol—
lows three families in rural Zululand,
South Africa, to show how HIV/AIDS
has affected the children.
Tracking the Monster: Ashley Judd
and India.Arie Confront AIDS in Africa
(VH1, 6:30 p.m.) This VH1 News docu—
mentary chronicles two emotional jour—
neys to Africa by Golden Globe nominee
Ashley Judd and Grammy winner
India.Arie. They travel to the front lines
of the global fight against HIV/AIDS.
Make it Real (to me) (Sundance
Channel, 7 p.m.) Filmmaker Miles
Roston updates the story of Kevin, a
Kenyan AIDS orphan who was profiled
in Roston‘s 2003 documentary 14 Million
Dreams. An aspiring doctor who is now
16 years old and on the eve of sexual
maturity, Kevin has many questions
about how to protect himself from AIDS.
On the Frontlines ofAIDS (Discovery
Channel, 7 p.m.) Renowned journalist
Sorious Samura works as an orderly in
a hospital in Zambia, where the majori—
ty of the patients are HIV—positive. After
one month, Samura is left with the real—
ization that for the war against HIV in
Africa to be won, poverty, ignorance and
African sexual attitudes have to be tack—
led head on.
"CBS News on Logo" (Logo, 8 p.m.) In
honor of World AIDS Day, "CBS News
on Logo" delivers an in depth report on
AIDS and the latest health updates,
studies and findings.
"Here to Remember" (here!TV;»check
listings) Hosted by Leslie Jordan ("Will
& Grace," Sordid Lives), this special
includes a series of personal accounts
from celebrities recounting personal
tales of someone they‘ve lost to AIDS.
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million calls to its toll—free hotline; dis—tributed more than 360,000 HIV/AIDSinformation brochures, and hosted com—munity teen forums in more than 29cities for more than 9,000 young adults.
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COME GIVE US SOME HEAD
HI GORGEOUS INC.
INNOVATIVE HAIR DESIGN
Haircuts start @ $20 and up
New Clients ONLY, 1/2 off first haircut.
1475 MADISON AVENUE e 901—726—5151
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INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
Separate WOMEN‘S and ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL sections
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535
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BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — MEMPHIS, TN
ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the Northgate
Shopping Center (in the back), (901) 357—8383. Open at 9
p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
BACKSTREET_MEMPHIS, 2018 Court Street,.(901) 276—
5522, Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.—6 a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m.,
www.backstreetmemphis.com
J—WAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901) 725—1909, Open
24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
THEJUNGLE,1474Madison Avenue, (901) 278—0521, 4
p.m.—3 a.m. Mon. Fri./3 p.m.—3 a.m. Sat=& Sun.
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison Avenue, (901)
274—8272, open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison Avenue, (901) 278—
0569, 7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. & Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street, (901) 274—8010,
6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a week
ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—MORE (6673), 11
a.m.—3 a.m. Mon.—Sat./ncon—3 a.m. Sun.
PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, (901) 320—0026,
Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?
THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar Avenue, (901)
272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m. Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Sat. & Sun.
SESSIONS, 1278 Jefferson, (901) 276—1882, Wed.—Sun. 3
p.m. to 3 a.m. www.sessionsmemphis.com
BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — CHATTANOOGA,TN
MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—3650,
Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—8210, 5 p.m. to 3
a.m., 7 days a week, www.mirage—complex.com, Email:
mirage_complex@hotmail.com
BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — JACKSON, TN
JESSIE LEES, 3883 Highway 45 North, (731) 660—8120,
Tues.—Sun. 6 p.m. to 3 a.m.
BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — JACKSON, MS
CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite Street, (601) 353—
0059
CLUB METRO, 4670 Highway 80 West, (601) 922—8227,
(601) 922—8237, (888) 43—METRO, Tues., Fri. & Sun., 9
p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 9 p.m. to 5 a.m.
JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive, (601) 982—JACK
(5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat., website:
www.jacksonbars.com
JACK‘S CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka JC‘S), 425 North
Mart Plaza, (601) 362 3108, 5 p.m.—? 7 Days A Week,
website: www.jacksonbars.com
BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — TUPELO, MS
RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—9500, 8 p.m. —1
a.m. Thurs. — Sat., email: rumors@futuresouth.com
BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — HOT SPRINGS, AR
OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue, Hot Springs, Ark.
(501) 624—6868,. Mon,—Fri., 7 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to
2 a.m.
BARS/NIGHT CLUBS — LITTLE ROCK, AR
BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021 Jessie Road,
(501) 662—2744, Fri.—Mon. 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501) 664—4784, Sat.
only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website: Latenightdisco.com
THE FACTORY, 412 South Louisiana, (501) 372—3070,
Tues.—Fri. 5 p.m. to 2 a.m., Saturday 8 p.m. until ?
SOCIAL — MEMPHIS, TN
ALPHA CHI UPSILON, a multi—cultural social sorority,
email: alphachiupsilon@yahoo.com, website:
www.alphachiupsilon.com.
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI OMEGA
SORORITY INC., is a social service organization for feminine
lesbian, bisexual and heterosexual women of all races, (901)
281—0830, email: betaepsilonchapter@yahoo.com, website:
www.betaphiomega.net
B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis Students for  
Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Awareness), a social, political
and eduational organization, e—mail:
uofm_bgala@yahoo.com,
www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala
BLUF SUEDEBEARS OF MEMPHIS, Meets the second
Monday of each month at The Jungle, 1474 Madison Ave.
(901) 644—2786, email: info@bluesuedebears.com,
www.bluesuedebears.com
COTTON PICKIN® SQUARES MEMPHIS, (901) 272—
2116, Meets Thursday nights at 7:30 p.m. at Holy
Trinity Community Church, 515 South Highland Street,
Square dancing social group
VICIOUSVIZZENV, for more information, join the following Yahoo
group: autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/HDLMCMEMPHIS; email
Wendy Curtis at Bikerbroad901@yahoo.com or call (901) 643—
1222
JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social group welcoming
single or partnered lesbians ages 18+. Some gatherings
are designed specifically for members and their children,
(901) 268—1903, email: justforusmemphis@yahoo.com
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY), P.O. Box
241852, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 335—6249, Peer sup—
port group for 13— to 21—year olds dealing with gay, les—
bian, bisexual & gender issues, —
www.gaymemphis.com/magy
MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN COMMUNITY CENTER, 892
South Cooper Memphis, 38104, (901) 278—4297, townhall
meetings every other month; Mon.—Fri., 6 to 9 p.m.; Sat. &
Sun., 2 to 6 p.m.
MID—SOUTH PRIDE, 111 S. Highland, Suite 261,
Memphis, TN 38111, (901) 328—6349, send an email
to: info@MidSouthPride.org, website:
www.MidSouthPride.org. GLBT Pride events for
Memphis and the Mid—South.
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a social and service
organization, women only, P.O. Box 11483, Memphis, TN
38111—1483, email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/aphroditemem
MYSTIC KREWE OF MEMPHIS UNITED, a non—profit
charity group.
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social organization of
men and women who support and promote local Memphis
area charitable programs, P.O. Box 820901, Memphis, TN
38182—0901, www.kreweothathor.com
P.E.L.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends of Lesbians &
Gays), (901) 754—3136, Support meetings for parents,
family and friends of gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgen—
dered persons, email: amdrake@mem.po.com
QUEER ACTION COALITION, a group that works
towards educating society about the existence of "ex—gay"
ministries, email: fighting homophobia@gmail.com, blog:
fightinghomophobia.blogspot.com, website: www.qacon—
line.org.
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901) 357—1921, Club
nights and meetings vary; contact for info — men and
women welcome, www.tnleathertribe.org, email:
info@tnleathertribe.org
TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082, Memphis, TN
38174, (901) 276—4132, Levi—leather club meets the 3rd
Saturday of every month at The Pumping Station, 1382
Poplar Aveune, at 10 p.m. + MEN ONLY, Email:
info@tsarus.org, website: www.tsarus.org
SOCIAL + KNOXVILLE, TN
LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and educational organiza—
tion for GLBT, questioning and straight students at The University
of Tennessee—Knoxville, 315 University Center, Box 315, 1502
West Cumberland Ave., Knoxville, TN 37996—4800,
lambda@utk.edu, website: web.utk.edu/~lambda/
SOCIAL — MISSISSIPPI
OLE MISS GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE, P.O. Box 3541,
University, MS 38677, (662) 915—7049, email: gayole—
miss@hotmail.com  
 
GLBF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762, (662) 325—
8241, email:
glbf@org.msstate.edu,wmww.msstate.edu/org/glbt
PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive, Tupelo, MS 38801,
(662). 566—2282,. email: Alliance22Boi@aol.com,
groups.yahoo.com/group/PFLAGTupelo.
USM GAY/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,
email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespy_ms @yahoo.com,
website: www.usm.edu/gsa
SOCIAL — ARKANSAS
SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential support and social
group for GLBT persons, ages 25 and under, in northeast
Arkansas, (870) 932—6545, P.O. Box 226, Jonesboro, AR
72403, www.safeharbor—nea.com
SOCIAL — MISSOURI
VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNITY CENTER, 30
North Pacific, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701,
(573) 651—6220, email: DeltaDyke@aol.com,
hometown.aol.com/deltadyke/myhomepage/gay
pride.html
WHOLENESS — MEMPHIS, TN
FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901) 272—0855, Dinner
is served the 1st and 3rd Monday of every month at St.
John‘s United Methodist Church, 1207 Peabody, beginning
at 6 p.m.
MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PARENTHOOD, 1407
Union Avenue Extended, 3rd Floor (901) 725—1717, HIV
& STD testing, gynecological preventive care
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK, 880 Madison
Avenue, Memphis, TN, (901) 545—8265, Free comprehen—
sive, supportive services and voc/rehab services to the
HIV—positive
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING, Saturdays 10 a.m.,
Christ United Methodist Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue.
(901) 278—6234
PHOENIX AA MEETING, open to all, especially the GLBT
community. Meets each Tuesday at 8 p.m. at Grace St.
Luke‘s Episcopal Church, 1720 Peabody, (901) 454—1414
SERIOUSLY SOBER OPEN AA MEETING, (an open men
& women‘s Alcoholics Anonymous meeting), Meets each
Friday at 8 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community Church, 515
South Highland Street, (901) 824—9200
THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000 South Cooper
Street, Memphis, TN, (901) 726—6022 >
Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8 p.m. Provides opportunities
for persons affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the disease
in a holistic manner, free of charge.
YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison Avenue, (901)
754—4356, Support group for lesbians with breast cancer
meets every Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon
WHOLENESS — MISSISSIPPI
BUILDING BRIDGES INC., 2147 Henry Hill Drive, Suite
206, Jackson, MS 39204, (601) 922—0100. Education, pre—
vention, support group.
COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD OF MS GAY/LESBIAN
ALLIANCE, (601) 346—4379, operated seven days a
week, 24 hours a day. Information and referral on GLBT
issues and HIV/AIDS.
MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, 5565 Robinson Road
Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS 39284, (601) 371—3019.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O. Box 293, Greenville,
MS 38702, (662) 334—3349, education and prevention.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565 Robinson Road Ext.,
Suite Q, Jackson, MS 39284, (601) 371—3019, direct HIV/AIDS
services.
SPIRITUAL — MEMPHIS,TH
INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second Street, Memphis, TN
38103, (901) 525 6602, People of all faiths and ideologies are
welcome, Meets the 3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m.
at Calvary Episcopal Church. Dinnerat 7 p.m.,
www.geocities.com/integrity_memphis/main.html
OUT—WITH—GRACE, (901) 278—6786, Open to all  
GLBT persons of faith to join in an affirming time of
prayer, Bible study and discussion., Meets Sundays
from 4 to 5:30 p.m., September through July, at First
Congregational Church, 1000 S. Cooper Street.
R SPIRITUAL LOCATIONS — <%+
CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12, Ovett, MS 39464,
Feminist education/cultural/retreat center, www.campsis—
terspirit.com, email: sisterspir@aol.com
MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565 Robinson Rd. Ext., Ste.
Q, Jackson, MS 39204, (601) 372—6644, Sunday Service
at 11:30 a.m.
POLITICAL + TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an association of
atheists, agnostics and secular humanists, meets the third
Sunday at the Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave., Room
C, call Jim Maynard at (901) 327—2677, email: memphis—
freethought@yahoo.com, wwnw.geocities.commemphis—
freethought.
MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS, P.O. Box
241363, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 327—2677. Email:
migci@yahoo.com, website: www.memphisstonewallde—
mocrats.org, meets second Sunday of each moth at 2
p.m. at the MGLCC, 892 South Cooper..
MID—SOUTH GAY & LESBIAN REPUBLICANS, P.O. Box
770505, Memphis, TN 38177, meets the third Sunday at 1
p.m. at the MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper and meets the first






TENNESSEE TRANSGENDER POLITICAL ACTION
COMMITTEE, a statewide political lobbying organization
for transgender equality, P.O. Box 92335, Nashville, TN
37209, fax: (615) 353—1834, email: tigpac@aol.com, web—
site: tenntg.com
POLITICAL — MISSISSIPPI
EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021, Jackson, MS
39288—6021, (601) 936 7673, you can send an email to:
EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org, website: www.EqualityMS.org
SPORTS — MEMPHIS, TN
BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION, P.O. Box 41803,
Memphis, TN 38174 1803, (901) 461—0891, email: mem—
phisgaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball league open to
GLBT individuals, www.bluffcitysports.net
BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE, Winchester
Bowl, 3703 S. Mendenhall @ Winchester, (901) 722—5236 or
(901) 465—4371. Email: memphisgaybowlin@aol.com. This
co—ed bowling league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m.
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘sfirst gay and lesbian
running club, meets twice a week,
Info@FrontrunnersMemphis.org, www.FrontrunnersMemphis.org.
OUT SPOKIN®, a group to support bicycling in the
Memphis GLBT community, email: marty@outspokin—
mem.org, website: www.outspokin—mem.org
WELLNESS — MEMPHIS, TN
FRIENDS FOR LIFE, HIV/AIDS serivce organization, 43
N. Cleveland, (901) 272—0855, FriendsForLifeCorp.org
DOCTORS
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., general practioner,
515 North Highland, (901) 323—1200
OPTOMETRISTS
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG & JASON DUNCAN at
THE ECLECTIC EYE, 242 South Cooper Street, (901)
276—EYES (3937)
DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general dentistry, 79 North
Cooper Street, Memphis, TN 38104. Call (901) 685—5008
for an appointment.
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